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T h e Women's Studies Program of La Salle University welcomes
you to the sixth edition of Gender Lines, an interdisciplinary jour
nal of student writings dedicated to the exploration of gender issues.
The number, variety, and quality of this year's selections are a testa
ment to the growing interest in the issues and perspectives that
Women's Studies is dedicated to explore.
Nineteenth-century literature was fertile ground for the ef
forts of this best of this year's authors. The recipient of the Caryn
McTighe Musil Award for the most original work is Rachel S.
Apanewicz for her analysis of female madness in the life and litera
ture of the Victorians presented in "Caged Bodies, Unrestrained
Voices." Receiving the honorable mention of the Editorial Board is
Jennifer T. Manion for ,"The Lesbian, the Witch and the Family
Therapist" in which she explores various critical readings of Geral
dine in Coleridge's "Christabel”.
The role of women in religion interested two of this year's es
sayists. In "The Dualistic Nature of Lilith and Eve," June A.
Mueller examines the origins and characteristics of two of the earli
est female archetypes in the Judeo-Christian tradition and calls upon
contemporary theologians to reevaluate and transform the images
and the place of women in the church. Turning from Western to
Eastern religions, Rachel Apanewicz describes Indian attitudes to
ward women in her historical analysis of the Hindu tradition of Sati
entitled "Virtue's Fiery Test."
Contemporary feminist concerns about constraints on women
drew a number of this year's authors. Decoding the meanings of the
Cinderella story from antiquity to the present, Krista Hirschmann
details its messages about female passivity and silence in "Glass
Slippers and Glass Dreams." Jacqueline Ray explores the "Politics
of Beauty and the Social Roles for Women" and their effects on Af
rican-American women in American society as depicted by Pulitzer

Prize-winning authors Toni Morrison and Alice Walker. Creating
her own fictional portrait of the desire for liberation and the con
straints of motherhood, Nancy O'Brien offers the poignant tale of a
middle-aged woman whose children have grown away from her in
"Her Family." Rachel Apanewicz's final contribution examines con
temporary women writers' attempts to transform the negative and
fearful image of the gorgon into a symbol of female power, inspira
tion, and creativity in "Medusa: The Tenth Muse."
The quality of this journal reflects not only the efforts of the
authors whose works are published here but also the combined ef
forts of many generous people at La Salle. As always, the W omen's
Studies Board owes our thanks to Ray Ulmer and Linda Ferrante for
their help in the physical production of the journal. We offer our
special appreciation to our former Director, Dr. Barbara Millard, for
her wise leadership and enthusiastic labor on behalf of Women's
Studies and Gender Lines. For their care in evaluating the many qual
ity submissions we received and selecting from among them the es
says to be included in this year's publication, we thank the members
of the Editorial Board: Dr Bert Streib, who has recently completed
four years of fine service as a Women's Studies Board member, and
Dr. Elizabeth Paulin, our newly-elected Director who will be
shepherding the publication in the future. Once again, we extend
our gratitude to Francine Lottier who undertook the tremendous
task of preparing the copy with great precision and care. A special
thanks goes to Matthew Zimmerman who generously assumed the
role of Desktop Publishing Editor as Gender Lines prepared for its
transition to its new format and to Monica Rossi who assisted him in
this endeavor. Finally we applaud the students who submitted their
works for our consideration and the faculty members who encour
aged them to do so.
Toni A. Culjak , Editor, for The W om en 's Studies B o a rd

The Caryn McTighe Musil Award Winner
RACHEL S. APANEWICZ
Caged Bodies, Unrestrained Voices:
The Madwoman in Victorian Fiction and Culture
"Much Madness is Divinest Sense"
- Emily Dickinson
F or women, Victorian society emphasized the virtues of purity,
piety, domesticity, and submissiveness, qualities delineated in
Coventry Patmore's 1856 poem, "The Angel in the House."
Patmore's title became a "convenient shorthand for the selfless para
gon all women were exhorted to be, enveloped in family life and
seeking no identity beyond the roles of daughter, wife, and mother"
(Auerbach 69). But what about those "mad" women who expressed
dissatisfaction with their carefully pigeon-holed role in Victorian so
ciety? As Elaine Showalter expresses in The Female Malady:
Victorian madwomen were not easily silenced, and
one often has the impression that their talkativeness,
violation of the conventions of feminine speech, and
insistence of self-expression was the kind of
behaviorthat had led them to being labeled mad to
begin with 81).
These Dark Angels rebelled against the Victorian belief in do
mesticity and submissiveness; they haunted the asylums and attics
of Victorian society, cast out because they defied the paradigm of
the Angel in the House all 'normal' women were expected to follow.
The presence of these madwomen permeated the texts of women
writers on both sides of the Atlantic.
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This paper will examine the standards of mental care in nine
teenth century society and the unrestrained voices of two famous
"madwomen" in literature, Bertha Mason Rochester from Charlotte
Bronte's Jane Eyre, and Jane from Charlotte Perkins Gilman's short
story "The Yellow Wallpaper," not only as literary conventions, but
as representatives of the female voice in Victorian society. Through
their self-expression, each of these apparently powerless figures re
belled against the established patriarchal standards for females in
the nineteenth century.
Numerous changes and advancements occurred in Victorian
treatment programs and understanding of insanity; ultimately, these
changes had a profound impact on the Victorian's reaction to female
insanity. With the establishment of the Lunatics Act of 1845, provis
ions were universally required for the care of the mentally unsound
throughout England (Showalter 17). Numerous asylums and "rest
homes" for the insane were built. For example, Colney Hatch Luna
tic Asylum became knows as the "Bedlam" of Victorian England.
The middle and lower classes entered these treatment facilities,
many of which offered financial assistance to the needy. In addition
to the establishment of asylums, a new theory of decreased physical
restraint arose during this period. Doctors emphasized caring for
their patients in a home-like setting, a technique known as "domesti
cating insanity" (Showalter 33). Gone were the Romantic notions of
inspiration and madness, and the Gothic idea of possession. The
Victorians attempted to "reassimilate madness into the circle of the
familiar and the everyday" (Showalter 28). To this end, architects
modeled new facilities after the home, with structural boundaries
representing sitting rooms and wash areas. These reforms led
Victorians to congratulate themselves on yet another form of social
advancement (Showalter 27).
Interestingly enough, however, with the many physical im
provements within the system itself, a new attitude toward insanity
6

as a woman's disease paralleled these changes. By the middle of the
nineteenth century, women had become the majority of patients in
public lunatic asylums (Showalter 3). Madness was interpreted as a
female malady, even when it was experienced by men (Showalter 3).
A fundamental alliance between woman and madness was forged.
Showalter succinctly describes the differences perceived by the
Victorian in male and female insanity:
Even when both men and women had similarm symp
toms of mental disorder, psychiatry differentiated be
tween the English malady, associated with the
intellectual and economic pressures on highly
civilizedmen, and a female malady, associated with the
sexuality and essential nature of women. Women
were believed to be more vulnerable to insanity than
men, to experience it in specifically feminine ways,
and to be differently affected by it in the conduct of
their lives. (78)
Women were viewed as more vulnerable to insanity because
of the instability of their reproductive systems; these functions sup
posedly interfered with their sexual, emotional, and rational control.
Menstruating women were expected to hide evidence of their bodily
functions. Furthermore, Victorian science was not advanced enough
to understand the hormonal imbalances associated with pre-menstrual syndrome. Hence, men mistakenly assumed these women
were "delicate" and "nervous," therefore needing the assistance of a
doctor or a nerve specialist who would return them to their "nor
mal" selves (Showalter 18).
How did Victorian women view madness and the "diagnosis"
of these males? Unfortunately, some women remained suppressed
by patriarchal society and accepted its ruling, living within the con
fines it established. Women were defined not through activity, but
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thorough passivity and their limitations (Auerbach 71). Others,
however, shattered the silence and asserted their views, following
the lead of such feminists as Charlotte Bronte and Charlotte Perkins
Gilman. As Elaine Showalter argues, "to find the female perspective
on insanity, we must turn to Victorian women's dreams and novels"
(61).
Bertha Mason Rochester from Jane Eyre is one of the most fa
mous "madwomen" in British fiction. Bertha's husband, Rochester,
places her in the attic because she is a sexual creature, therefore
clearly suffering from the "female malady." Within the confines of
the attic, isolated from the rest of the household, Bertha is free to
rant and rave. Described by Rochester as an "intemperate" and "un
chaste" woman, she clearly lacks the qualities of the Angel of the
House in his estimation (Bronte 334). Bertha's sexuality, and her
physical aspects, and bodily functions (i.e. menstruation) Rochester
declares "abnormal." He fears the "paradigm of incendiary woman
hood" which he does not understand.
Therefore, he interprets his wife's attacks on himself and her
brother as the result of the female malady, noting her worst attacks
come when the moon is "blood red" (Bronte 304) or "broad and red"
(335). Bertha, like many other Victorian women, is being blamed for
a hormonal imbalance she cannot control. Her pre-menstrual mood
swings and feelings of rage manifest themselves in attacks on her
male visitors:
The lunatic sprang and grappled [Rochester's] throat
viciously, and laid her teeth to his cheek; they strug
gled. She was a big woman, in stature almost equal
ling her husband, and corpulent besides; she showed
virile force in the contest-m ore than once she almost
throttled him, athletic as he was. He could have set
tled her with a well-planted blow; but he would not

strike, he would only wrestle. At last he mastered her
arms; Grace Poole gave him a cord, and he pinioned
them behind her: with more rope which was at hand,
he bound her to a chair. (Bronte 321)
Rochester succeeds in physically restraining his wife, but she
still triumphs over him for the time-being. Rochester is unable to
marry Jane because of a existing marriage to Bertha, and Jane ada
mantly refuses to live with him as his mistress. Rochester believed
his wife was powerless and could not affect his happiness locked
away in the attic. Clearly Bertha is a powerful force!
Furthermore, Bertha's presence is felt several times through
out the narrative, and each appearance is always linked to sexuality.
Her maniacal laugh echoes throughout the house "distinct, formal,
and mirthless" (Bronte 138). Bertha also enters Jane's room before
her wedding, and shreds her white veil. Bertha rips the virginal
symbol to pieces; Bertha who cannot control her own passions, is
therefore likened to an uncontrollable creature-the vampire:
"It seemed, sir, a woman, tall and large, with thick and
dark hair hanging long down her back. I know not
what dress she had on: it was white and straight; but
whether gown, sheet, or shroud, I cannot tell. . . . I
never saw a face like it! It was a discolored face—it was
a savage face. I wish I could forget the roll of the red
eyes and the blackened inflation of the lineaments!
The lips were swelled and dark; the brow furrowed:
the black eyebrows widely raised over the blood shot
eyes. Shall I tell you of what it reminded me?"
"You may."
"Of the foul German spectre—the vampire." (311)
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Bertha, who was once "tall, dark, and majestic," does not re
motely resemble a human; she is a vampire, a creature who sucks
the lifeblood from virgins. Jane also feels threatened and intimi
dated by Bertha's sexuality; therefore, she likens her to a monster.
Similarly, Rochester's rejection of his wife devastatingly alters
her physical and mental state. She has evolved physically into an
animal, the very thing Rochester accused her of being when she ex
hibited signs of the "female malady" through her passions and sex
ual appetite:
In the deep shade, at the far end of the room, a figure
ran backwards and forwards. What it was, whether
beast or human being, one could not, at first sight, tell.
It grovelled, seemingly on all fours; it snatched and
growled like some strange wild animal; but it was
covered with clothing, and a quantity of dark, grizzled
hair, wild as a mane, hid its head and face. (321)
Bertha has been so dehumanized she is referred to as an "it" numer
ous times throughout the preceding passage. Her female identity
has been stolen by her accusers, who fear her passions.
This beastly identity is viewed as the result of heredity, but
even more specifically, maternal heredity. Rochester declares her
"the true daughter of an infamous mother" (334). "Bertha's account
echoes the beliefs of Victorian psychiatry about the transmission of
madness; since the reproductive system was the source of mental ill
ness in women, women were the prime carriers of madness, twice as
likely to transmit it as were fathers" (Showalter 66). Both Rochester
and Bertha's male relatives view her disease as a part of the inherent
nature of women; they do not even consider that she may have gone
insane after she was cruelly locked in the attic for many years for
"unwomanly" conduct.
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Approximately fifty years after the publication of Jane Eyre,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman presents the disintegration of another
woman's mental capacities not as a result of maternal heredity, but
as a polemic against the Victorian belief in the "rest cure" for de
pressed women. Gilman's narrator, who is named Jane, suffers from
post-partum depression, and therefore rejects motherhood, acting
against her "natural" role of mother and nurturer. Hence, Jane's
husband, who is also medical doctor, believes solitary confinement
will make her feel like herself again; he hopes her treatment will re
sult in a transformation into an Angel of the House. "Rigidly en
forced confinement and absolute passivity—elements significant in
the lives of women of her time and carried to an extreme in
Mitchell's 'rest cure treatment'—contributed strongly to the madness
in her [Gilman's] story," writes Anne J. Lane in an introduction to
the "Yellow Wallpaper."
Initially, Jane succumbs to society's view s-she reinforces her
own shackles by reaffirming her own powerlessness. Jane repeat
edly states "and what can one do?" when she disagrees with her hus
band who represents both the patriarchal constraints of Victorian
society and the medical beliefs in the "female malady":
You see, he does not believe I am sick! And what can
one do?
If a physician of high standing, and one's own hus
band, assures friends and relatives that there is really
nothing the matter with one but temporary nervous
depression-a slight hysterical tendency-w hat is one
to do? (Gilman 10)
Jane's husband insists on his wife's total passivity; she is for
bidden to write or venture outside the confines of the house's gar
den. Jane disagrees with her husband but she does not voice her
opinion to him, only to the "dead paper" of her diary (10). Initially,
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she resists understanding the condition of her life; therefore, she re
fuses to rebel against her husband's expectations: "I sometimes
fancy that in my condition, if I had less opposition and more society
and stimulus—but John says the very worst thing I can do is to think
about my condition, and I confess it always makes me feel bad" (10).
Like Rochester, Jane's husband isolates her in an attic bed
room, which Jane describes as "a big, airy-room, the whole floor
nearly, with windows that look all ways, and air and sunshine ga
lore. It was a nursery first, and then a playroom and gymnasium, I
should judge, for the windows are barred for little children, and
there are rings and things on the floor" (Gilman 12). The "rings and
things" physically represent the manacles and chains used to confine
the insane, while also symbolizing the restraints placed on women
by the Victorian ideal of the Angel in the House. "The room...has all
the characteristics of the cell for the solitary confinement of a raving
lunatic: the windows are barred, the floor is scratched, the plaster is
dug out, the bed is nailed to the floor, and the bedposts have been
gnawed" (Showalter 141). Jane, whose husband addresses her as
"little girl" (Gilman 23), now depends on a nanny to take care of her
baby while she occupies the nursery alone.
The central image in the short story is the yellow wallpaper
itself. The following excerpts from the story describe the paper:
The paint and paper look as if a boy's school had used
it. It is stripped o ff-th e paper-in great patches all
around the head of my bed, as far as I can reach, and
in a great place on the other side of the room low
down. I never saw a worse paper in my life.
One of those sprawling, flamboyant patterns commit
ting every artistic sin.
It is dull enough to confuse the eye in following, pro
nounced enough constantly to irritate and provoke
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study, and when you follow the lame uncertain curves
for a little distance they suddenly commit su icideplunge off at outrageous angles, destroy themselves in
unheard-of contradictions.
The color is repellent, almost revolting; a smoulder
ing unclean yellow, strangely faded by the slow-turn
ing sunlight.
It is a dull yet lurid orange in some places, a sickly
sulphur tint in others. (5)
Just as the paper is "stripped" off the walls, Victorian women
were stripped of their individual identities and were expected to
mold themselves into Angels of the House. Men's attitudes toward
women were just as revolting as the hideous yellow wallpaper.
Hence, the violence present in the paper clearly represents the abu
sive social order which existed during the Victorian society.
The wallpaper reveals itself as Jane's companion during her
confinement in the attic. Besides her surreptitious writing, the only
other mental stimulation she receives is through analyzing the pat
tern of the wallpaper. Jane declares, "I'm getting really found of the
room in spite of the wallpaper. Perhaps because of the wallpaper. It
dwells on my mind so!" (19). It is important to note the color of the
paper ranges from "an unclean yellow" to a "sickly sulphur." The
color yellow represents madness in the Victorian imagination, and
sulphur is associated with the fires of hell.
Moreover, the wallpaper becomes the manifestation of Jane's
inner turmoil and insanity. As she deciphers its pattern, she begins
to understand her limited role in society. She begins to visualize a
"strange, provoking, formless sort of figure that seems to skulk be
hind the paper" (Gilman 18). This faint, barely visible figure soon
transforms herself into a woman "creeping" behind the pattern (22).

Jane's analysis of the paper becomes more obsessive, and it parallels
her mental deterioration:
On a pattern like this, by daylight, there is a lack of se
quence, a defiance of law, that is a constant irritant to a
normal mind.
The color is hideous enough, and unreliable enough,
and infuriating enough, but the pattern is torturing.
You think you have mastered it, but just as you get
well under way in following, it turns a back-somersault and there you are. It slaps you in the face,
knocks you down, and tramples upon you. It is like a
bad dream. (25)
Soon figures of women appear in the paper, shaking the bars
and dancing arabesques. Jane does not sleep at night; she realizes
the women will have difficulty escaping from the pattern because it
"strangles" them before they have a chance to leave. The creeping
women represent Jane's internal rebellion against the rest cure and
the confines of her society. Her husband, a patriarchal representa
tive of both society and medical science, has attempted to stifle her
creativity through forbidding her to write, thereby hoping to silence
her. Jane defies this stifling and torturing socio-medical "pattern" by
continuing to write.
Thus John's plan is not successful. Jane's mental collapse af
fords her the freedom to express her anger, which has been festering
inside her like a neglected wound. Jane triumphantly joins the
ranks of creeping women whom she has recently discovered escap
ing the confines of the paper. These comrades envelop her entire
world:
I see her in the long shaded lane, creeping up and
down.
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I see her in those dark grape arbors, creeping all
around the garden.
I see her on that long road under the trees, creeping
along, and when a carriage comes she hides under the
blackberry vines. (Gilman 30)
Jane locks herself in the attic and throws the key to the gar
den below; symbolically, she has taken control of her world. She
has usurped power from the patriarchy; her husband no longer has
free access to her sanctuary.
Within Jane's mind, and incredible metamorphosis has oc
curred; Jane's being becomes fused with the creeping women of the
yellow wallpaper: "I've got out at last," said I, "in spite of you and
Jane. And I've pulled off most of the paper, so you can't put me
back!" (36).
Jane escapes the confines of her society through madness, fus
ing herself with other creeping women, who form in her mind a new
society free of male dominance. "Her triumph over the rest cure and
its complacent guardians comes at the price of her mind" (Showalter
142).
Both Jane Eyre and the "Yellow Wallpaper" respond to the
Victorian notion of the female malady. These stories are "deliberate,
dramatic indictments of the crippling social pressures imposed on
women in the nineteenth century and the suffering they endured"
(Hedges 55). Caged within the confines of the patriarchal society,
Their pent up emotion and frustration gnawed on the minds of
Victorian women, causing many to become insane. For these "mad
women," a piercing howl offered more freedom than ladylike si
lence—their voices were audible, even if they were incoherent. Both
Charlotte Bronte and Charlotte Perkins Gilman capture the screams
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of the "madwoman" in their works, thus enabling her to leave the
attic and to return to center stage in the narrative.
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JENNIFER T. MANION
The Lesbian, the Witch, and the Family Thereapist:
______ Interpretations of Geraldine in Coleridge's "Christabel"______
O bscene. That was the word many reviewers used to describe
Samuel Taylor Coleridge's poem "Christabel" when it first ap
peared in 1816. Undaunted, Coleridge wrote in a letter to William
Mudfort in early 1817 that he had recently found a book that re
ferred to John Milton's "Paradise Lost" as an "obscene poem." "So
you see," Coleridge concluded in his letter, "I am in every way in
most unexpected good company" (Chambers 61).
Thinking back to 1816, it is easy to understand why some crit
ics and readers would have been offended by the subject matter of
"Christabel". After all, the subjects of lesbianism and the possibility
of incest are still hotly debated in college ethics and psychology
classes and in the less academic realms of afternoon talk shows and
soap operas. During Coleridge's time, homosexuality was certainly
a taboo. To shock his audience even more, he loaded his poem with
pagan rituals, repressed sexuality, implied abduction and rape, the
triumph of the supernatural over traditional religion, and matricide
- none of which were suitable topics of conversation during after
noon tea in most social circles. Just as Christabel finds herself un
able to talk about the horrors she experiences with Geraldine - "All
will yet be well" is all she is able to tell her father (472)- critics and
students alike are similarly silenced when they try to sort out the
multitude of conflicts in "Christabel".
Geraldine, the wood-dwelling stranger whom Christabel be
friends, wields the most silencing power in the poem. Examination
of Coleridge's mysterious character actually reveals much about the
forbidden topics in Christabel.
17

According to Richard Rand, Geraldine and her mark act as an
"interior mirror-image" within "Christabel". He refers to the mark as
a "seal" that "seals up" her ability to communicate its history, similar
to the silencing effect it later has on Christabel. He believes that the
difficulty of interpreting the entirety "Christabel" parallels the title
character's inability to speak about Geraldine or the scar on her
body once she has encountered it. Decoding Geraldine and her scar
will thus help to unseal "Christabel", Rand argues.
Recalling that Geraldine is a kind of poem, we can see
that the non-communication of the end of "Christabel",
which mimes the condition of Geraldine, reflects the
rhetorical condition of the text itself: the poem tells a
story that does not communicate with its own mark or
seal. (288)
Therefore, exploring Geraldine's origins, her apparent power
over the inhabitants of Langdale, and this "seal" of silence, which is
itself "a sight to dream of, not to tell" (253) becomes crucial to under
standing "Christabel".
Critics range in their opinions regarding Geraldine from con
demning her as an entirely evil creature to seeing her as a victim of
the same supernatural forces with which she subdues Christabel. Of
course, many also suggest a dualism in her nature that combines her
experiences as a victim with her power to victimize others. There
are clear examples of Geraldine's possession by a greater force: her
"stricken look" (56) and effort "Deep from within ... /T o lift some
weight with sick assay" (257-8) before she climbs into bed with
Christabel which suggest that she is doing so against her will.
Despite this evidence, one cannot deny Geraldine's malevo
lence. Accepting her as evil personified, one may view her as one of
several supernatural beings - a witch, a vampire, or a serpent-like
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creature. There is ample evidence that Coleridge had read about all
three of these creatures and incorporated various traits from them in
Geraldine.
Geraldine's deformity, which covers "her bosom and half her
side" (252) provides strong evidence that she is a witch. In a differ
ent version of the poem, Coleridge had included an additional line
describing her bosom as "dark and rough as the Sea Wolf's hide"
(Stillinger 136). It was commonly believed that the devil marked
women who were witches, usually with a mole-like blemish which
they used to nurse young demons (MacHaffie 57). This scarring of
Geraldine's breasts, along with the maternal embrace in which she
envelopes Christabel, suggests a mother nursing her child or even a
witch nursing a potential convert. As Coleridge describes the scene:
... the worker of these harms,
That holds the maiden in her arms
Seems to slumber still and mild,
As a mother with her child. (299-302)
Exposing Christabel to the mark of her shame may be enough
for Geraldine to possess Christabel, even if she does not nurse her.
Geraldine declares once she has Christabel in her arms: "'In
the touch of this bosom there worketh a spell,/ Which is lord of thy
uterance, Christabel" (267-68). In a different manuscript Stillinger
examined, Coleridge had added notes in the margins of the poem
similsr to the notes in "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" explaining
the actions taking place. At this point in the manuscript, he wrote,
"As soon as the wicked Bosom, with the mysterious sign of Evil
stamped thereby, touches Christabel, she is deprived of the power of
disclosing what has occurred" (136). This code of silence is common
in many fringe religious groups, including wicca, the modem re
vival of nature worshipping and "witchcraft" (Ramshaw). At the
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conclusion of Geraldine's hour, Christabel falls out of her trance,
and as she sleeps, "she seems to sm ile/ As infants at a sudden light"
(317-18). Geraldine has regressed her victim back to childhood, a
time when Christabel was not able to express herself verbally. This
helps to explain her silence before her father the next day.
Coleridge's additional lines support Rand's interpretation
about the silencing power of Geraldine's seal. Once Christabel sees
it, her entire personality changes. She is no longer the young
woman who entered the forest alone to pray for her absent lover;
she is transformed into a passive, submissive child who cannot voice
her concern regarding the danger Geraldine poses to herself and her
father. Coleridge adds an interesting twist to the poem by having a
female character silence the voice of another woman, as opposed to
the traditional silencing of women's voices by men.
Geraldine's deep aversion to Christianity is a strong indica
tion of her witch-like nature. She appears while Christabel prays in
the woods in front of "the huge, broad-breasted old oak tree" (42).
Praying in the woods or seeking spirituality in nature is another
common practice in witchcraft. Throughout the Middle Ages, when
paranoia about witches reached a peak in Europe, women who
could use plants and herbs for medicinal purposes were often perse
cuted. Hence, Geraldine's appearance in the woods and her comfort
with nature support the idea that she is a witch.
Despite Geraldine's claims of distress when Christabel first
sees her, she appears to be at home in the wilderness:
There she sees a damsel bright,
Dressed in a silken robe of white
That shadowy in the moonlight shone:
The neck that made that white robe wan,
Her stately neck, and arms were bare:
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Her blue-veined feet unsandaled were,
The gems entangled in her hair.
I guess, 'twas frightful there to see
A lady so richly clad as s h e Beautiful exceedingly! (58-68)
Geraldine seems remarkably attractive and clean for someone
who had been seized by five warriors and carried on a horse for a
day and night. Coleridge mentions her bare arms and neck but does
not say that her rich clothing is torn or ragged. Her robe and skin
are still white, not mud-splattered and bruised as one would expect.
Coleridge's description implies there is something goddess-like
about this woman. Her white clothing and skin that imply inno
cence are actually very deceiving. Geraldine drops a hint about her
deceptive appearance when she says that she was kidnapped by
men whose "steeds were white "(87). Like her attackers, Geraldine's
whiteness is a camouflage that hides her true intentions.
Geraldine may have even mistaken Christabel for another
witch because of her pilgrimage into the woods. In the "Conclusion
to Part I," Coleridge describes how Geraldine saw Christabel "pray
ing at the old oak tree" (281). She "was a lovely sight to see" (279)
with her "slender palms together prest/ Heaving sometimes on her
breast" (286-87). Geraldine may be attracted to Christabel's beauty
or her vulnerability or because she thinks that her pressed palms
also covered a secret similar to the one she hides within her own
breast. Geraldine may mistake Christabel for another witch and,
discovering her error, either attempt to convert her, silence her so
that she will not be further persecuted, or punish her for her decep
tiveness and for violating the witch's sacred ground.
Any any sexual activity which occurs between the two
women that night would be further proof of Geraldine's identifica
tion as a witch. According to the authors of the Malleus Maleficarum,
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a handbook for inquisitors published in 1486, "all of witchcraft
comes from carnal lust, which is in women insatiable" (Clark 125).
The authors detail the various creatures with whom a witch will
consent to satisfy these lusts; although they do not include other
women, it is not hard to imagine that if Geraldine suffers from such
insatiable lust, she views Christabel as a potential sexual partner
when she stumbles upon her.
Several other events that indicate Geraldine's allegiance with
a demonic power occur as she ventures out of the woods and fol
lows Christabel to the castle. Her initial explanation of the five war
riors who abducted her and left her beneath the oak tree could be
fabricated since her appearance contradicts her story. More likely,
certain parts of her tale are true, and they reveal things about Geral
dine and her captors. "As sure as Heaven shall rescue m e,/ I have no
thought what men they be" (89-90) she tells Christabel, even though
she plainly knows that Heaven will not save her, nor will Christabel
for that matter. The five warriors can then be seen as supernatural
beings, like Geraldine. This idea is reflected in the connection be
tween Geraldine's snake-like hissing and shrunken serpent eyes and
Leoline's declaration that he will "dislodge their reptile sou ls/ From
the bodies and forms" (442-43) of her attackers.
Next, when Christabel leads Geraldine to "the gate that was
ironed within and without,/ Where an army in battle array had
marched ou t./ The lady sank, belike through pain" (127-29) as if it
hurts her to pass through a holy place.
The gateways of medieval castles were often blessed like this
one to prevent any evil forces, like witches, from entering (Paglia
220). Geraldine cannot pass through this site protected by Heaven
without pain and assistance. The fact that an army had left through
the same door simply may remind Geraldine of her former "warrior"
captors. Paglia believes that Geraldine's triumph over the charmed
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doorway and successful entrance into the castle foreshadows her en
suing conquest of Christabel. She explains that the walls around a
medieval city or castle were often associated with intact virginity,
and that Geraldine's penetration of the walls parallels her sexual
penetration of Christabel (220). Coleridge's next stanza corresponds
with this when Christabel tells Geraldine "Praise we the Virgin all
divine/ Who hath rescued thee from thy distress!" (139-40). Geral
dine claims she cannot pray "for weariness" (142). She is unable to
thank either the Virgin Mary or the virgin Christabel, having re
jected the former and planning to corrupt the latter.
Sir Leoline's toothless mastiff bitch, the brands in the fire, and
Christabel's lamp "fastened to an angel's feet" (183) provide further
evidence of Geraldine's evil powers. Although the mastiff has never
growled at Christabel before, the dog senses that something is
wrong and she "an angry moan did make" (148) in her sleep as
Christabel and Geraldine cross the court. The dying fire seems to
spring back to life with "a tongue of light, a flit of flame" (159) when
Geraldine passes. Geraldine "in wretched plight,/Sank down upon
the floor below" (188-89) when the angel lamp swings before her, as
if she is exposed again to a holy power like the charmed threshold.
Geraldine's triumph over Christabel's mother confirms her
malevolent power. Next to the stanza where Geraldine converses
with the wandering mother, Coleridge had added additional text in
one version of the poem indicating "the mother of Christabel, who is
now her Guardian Spirit, appears to Geraldine, as in answer to her
wish. Geraldine fears the spirit, but yet has power over it for a time"
(Stillinger 136). In her ability to "the bodiless dead espy," (209) Ger
aldine resembles the toothless mastiff bitch who "some say ... sees
my lady's shroud" (13). Geraldine banishes Christabel's mother, or
dering:

Off, wandering mother! Peak and pine!
I have power to bid thee flee ...
Off, woman, off! This hour is m in eThough thou her guardian spirit be,
Off, woman, off! 'tis given to me. (205-13)
Ironically, the mother's appearance is preceded by
Geraldine's wondering if she will pity her and drinking the mother's
wildflower wine. Through her wine, Christabel's mother does seem
to pity Geraldine, and Geraldine takes full advantage of her kind
ness. Geraldine does not exhibit much fear in this scene; she seals
her triumph in the struggle by drinking more of the wild-flower
wine, a gesture which seems quite smug.
The authors of the Malleus Maleficarum wrote that midwives
are particularly evil for their apparent control over life and death.
This is interesting to consider in the light of this interaction between
Geraldine and the mother's spirit. The mother had died giving birth
to Christabel, and her maternal power dies again, this time in
Geraldine's presence. Geraldine acts here as a type of midwife, ex
tinguishing maternal powers and delivering Christabel from inno
cence to experience.
Other of Geraldine's traits suggest that she possesses vampiric qualities. When Christabel wakes up the next morning, she sees
that Geraldine has undergone a metamorphosis. To begin with,
Geraldine is again "the same whom sh e/ Raised up beneath the old
oak tree" (372-73) and not the scarred, fearful being "who lay down
by her side" (371) the night before. Surprisingly, Christabel finds
that Geraldine is "fairer yet! and yet more fair!/ For she belike hath
drunken deep/ Of all the blessedness of sleep" (374-76). The night
has had some restorative effects on Geraldine; the word "drink" im
plies that she has drawn blood from Christabel and complies with
traditional vampire legends. Loss of blood does not fit in as well
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with the rest of the poem as does a loss of innocence or purity, or
even, considering Christabel's ensuing reticence or loss of her ability
to express herself. As opposed to Geraldine's composure the next
morning, Christabel wakes up feeling a "perplexity of mind" (385)
caused by an unknown sin she has committed. More than anything
it appears that Geraldine has stolen Christabel's emotional tranquil
ity; when "Geraldine shakes off her dread," (362) it all falls onto
Christabel.
According to Paglia, Geraldine's transformation is caused by
her vampiric nursing of Christabel. She believes that the deformity
of Geraldine's body, her withered breasts, are "a perversion or par
ody of the maternal" (222).
In the morning, Christabel sees
Geraldine's "girded vests/ Grew tight beneath her heaving breasts"
(379-80). Paglia concludes that,
Geraldine is a classical vampire of great age, her
breasts withered only when she hungers. After she
has sated herself, whether by drinking blood or some
how draining the life-energy of her victim, her breasts
are restored to sensual fullness. (222)
In this maternal parody, Geraldine steals from her "child" instead of
nurturing her.
More likely Geraldine subdues Christabel by revealing her
hideous scar to her, rather than by draining blood or "life-energy"
from her. Coleridge packs so much visual imagery into "Christabel"
that it follows that his heroine's downfall is caused by a visual hor
ror.
In contrast to Paglia's view of Geraldine, the poet's son,
Derwent Coleridge, used the scene where she converses with
Christabel's mother to disassociate her from witchcraft or vampir
ism of any kind (Magnuson 100). He believed this scene reduces
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Geraldine's strength in light of her conflict with goodness. In creat
ing "imagination disconnected from the good,” (100) Coleridge
found the best possible representation in a witch-like being. Geral
dine does have to struggle in the above scene with Christabel's
Guardian, which shows that she is not omnipotent. Geraldine may
only be a spirit who was given the task of tempting Christabel in an
effort to play out the message of atonement that Coleridge planned
to incorporate into his completed version (101).
The scene where Geraldine reveals herself can also be used to
support Derwent's claim. Supposing that she does not possess any
supernatural powers and her only aberration is her lesbianism, the
night she spends with Christabel would also serve to silence her.
The "mark of my shame" the "seal of my sorrow" (270) may be sym
bolic of Geraldine's homosexuality that likewise corrupts Christabel.
However, even though this is not quite so horrifying as being placed
under a witch's spell, unknowingly inviting a lesbian to sleep over is
not something that Christabel will admit to her father or to anyone
else. A brush with homosexuality is enough to keep Christabel
quiet and to instill enough guilt in her to change her demeanor no
ticeably the next morning.
Geraldine's original explanation offered to Christabel that,
Five warriors seized me yestermom,
Me, even me, a maid forlorn:
They choked my cries with force and fright,
And tied me on a palfrey white. (81-84)
suggests that she has been sexually abused by these men. When she
lies down next to Christabel, she informs her, "thou knowest to
night, and wilt know to-morrow,/ This mark of my shame, this seal
of my sorrow" (269-70). Mingled with her maliciousness is a sense
of guilt and pain, an implication that Geraldine has suffered in her
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past and that her mark is a gaping emotional wound, a physical
manifestation of her inner turmoil.
This past experience could contribute to the pattern of abuse
Geraldine continues through Christabel. In addition to abusing her,
Geraldine silences Christabel; victims of sexual assault often refuse
to talk about their experiences, or else they suppress them com
pletely, similar to the way Christabel cannot tell Leoline or Bracy
about Geraldine's true nature. Even if Christabel did reveal the
night's events to her father, he could easily blame her for placing
herself in a vulnerable situation. As Geraldine tells her, Christabel
cannot accuse her of anything:
For this is alone in
Thy power to declare,
That in the dim forest
Thou heardist a low moaning,
And foundist a bright lady, surpassingly fair;
And didst bring her home with thee in love and in
charity,
To shield her from the damp air. (272-78)
Christabel herself is responsible for bringing Geraldine and
her evil influence into Langdale; thus, even if she mentions
Geraldine's wicked influence, she still can be blamed for her own
downfall, as are many victims of sexual assaults.
Of course, sexual repression is brimming in Langdale. Geral
dine embodies the destructive energy that Christabel and Leoline
have come to associate with sex, but she also forces sexual issues to
be dealt with in Leoline's home. Leoline obviously finds her attrac
tive: "he deemed her such a thing divine" (476) as the narrator de
scribes Leoline's first impression of Geraldine. He must decide to
comply with his daughter's wish when she asks him to banish Ger-
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aldine or to welcome his exotic guest and the emotions she has
stirred.
His reaction to Christabel's supposedly inhospitable
attitude indicates that he is struggling with deeper issues when " ...
turning from his own sweet m aid,/ The aged knight Sir Leoline,/
Led forth the lady Geraldine" (653-55). He rejects his daughter in an
effort to regain his lost love and lost youth.
Leoline and Christabel are in a precarious situation as father
and daughter. Christabel feels guilty because her birth resulted in
her mother's death; Leoline likewise feels guilty for blaming
Christabel for his wife's death. Seeing his daughter every day is a
daily reminder, like the matin bells, of the love he lost. There is a
conflict between his paternal affection and his anger at Christabel
for killing his wife. Each of them resent the blame that the other
places on them. Geraldine is the personification of that conflict be
tween them. Probably for the first time since his wife's death, Leol
ine finds himself interested in a woman sexually. When Christabel
implores him to send Geraldine away, he is reminded of how his
daughter had come between him and the woman he loved, and it
appears that she is doing it again. Geraldine would probably ignite
an argument about her stay and all of the other unresolved issues in
their relationship if she had not cursed Christabel with silence.
"Christabel" abounds with religious imagery. Geraldine be
haves like a snake throughout the poem, specifically the snake Eve
encountered in the Garden of Eden. She appears behind a tree in the
woods where Christabel is praying, isolated from male protection.
Twice she demands of Christabel, "stretch forth thy hand" (75, 102)
as if she is offering her something, like the forbidden fruit. How
ever, Christabel is the one offering salvation to the serpent, at least
on the surface. Geraldine feels at home in the woods; the woods are
the only place where Christabel feels comfortable enough to express
her sexuality, even through the chaste act of praying for her lover.
The woods are like Christabel's own Garden where sex has no guilt
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or shame attached to it. Geraldine corrupts this neutral zone for
Christabel when she convinces her to aid her; this transformation is
similar to the fall from innocence in the Garden.
Geraldine is an agent of perverted change in "Christabel".
She bridges the chasm between innocence and experience for
Coleridge's heroine, but the change results in inexpressible horror
and a stifling of Christabel's voice. Geraldine presents Leoline with
an opportunity to reconcile his ambivalent feelings towards his
daughter and his long suppressed desire for a wife. Instead, he
chooses to alienate his daughter even further. Under the guise of a
powerless victim, Geraldine worms her way into Langdale and ter
rorizes an already unstable family.
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KRISTA HIRSCHMANN
Glass Slippers and Glass Dreams:
______________ The Message to Women in C inderella______________
F or hundreds of years, the phrase, "once upon a time" has un
locked magic in children's minds, while simultaneously locking
in the gender expectations of society. On the outside, fairy tales ap
pear simply as fanciful stories, yet the pages within contain a clever
and effective design. "Fairy tales fuse morality with romantic fantasy
in order to portray cultural ideals for human relationships . . . and
have always been one of culture's primary mechanisms for inoculat
ing roles and behavior" (Rowe 237-238). Understanding fairy tales'
female characterization offers insight as to how the stories effec
tively perpetuate society's gender expectations.
A feminist critique of the "best-known of stories in the West
ern world," Frenchman Charles Perrault's The Glass Slipper, other
wise known as Cinderella, reveals that this classic tale rewards
passivity and self-sacrifice in female behavior (Dundes xiii). Specif
ically, self-sacrifice and passivity lead to a loss of identity for
Cinderella. The association of passivity with reward encourages
self-degradation not only in the heroine, but for every female who
ever wished to be Cinderella.
However, passivity was not always considered model behav
ior for females. Th e original content of most folklores carried a more
balanced perspective of the sexes. According to Heide
GottnerAbendroth,
The matriarchal world view and motifs of the original
folk tales underwent successive stages of "patriarchalization." That is by the time oral folk tales, origi-
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nally stamped by matriarchal mythology, circulated in
the Middle Ages, they had been transformed in differ
ent ways . . . matrilineal marriage and family ties be
came patrilineal; the essence of the symbols, based on
matriarchal rites, was depleted and made benign.
(Zipes 7)
Cinderella did not escape such alteration of form or character.
Over seven hundred variants of Cinderella exist, the oldest of which
is rooted in eighth-century Chinese culture (Mei 2-3). These original
folk versions depicted Cinderella as, "a young woman trying to re
gain her stature and rights within society. . . . She does not turn her
cheek but rebels and struggles to offset her disadvantages" (Zipes
30). The passivity of Perrault's central character is barely discernable in many of the earlier versions.
The 1697 debut of Perrault's less active heroine unmistakably
reflects several influential factors of the time, including "the morality
and ethics of a male-dominated Christian civil order," as well as
French courtly characteristics, which "set the standards of civility for
the rest of Europe" (9). An increased focus on child development
also led Perrault to revise the original plot. His intention here was
to "civilize children and to prepare them for the roles which he ide
alistically believed they should play in society" (13-14). Perrault con
sciously used folk stories to replace the more familiar peasant
customs with a new set of bourgeois-aristocrat manners. "This may
not seem so significant at first, but, viewed in terms of socialization
of children, it had dire consequences on the way children came to
perceive their own status, sexuality, social roles, manners and poli
tics" (Zipes 26-27). As a prominent literary figure, Perrault's views
were widely endorsed by the French aristocracy and thus gained ac
ceptance throughout Europe. Though the aristocratic court has
faded from existence, "The Glass Slipper" continues to preserve sev
enteenth-century values, which generally portray males as active
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and females as inactive. The extent of Cinderella's passiveness and
its consequences, particularly her loss of identity, are most notice
able when compared to corresponding male characters. According
to critic Marcia Lieberman:
An examination of the treatment of girls and women
in fairy tales reveals certain patterns which . . . un
doubtedly played a major contribution in forming the
social role concept of children, and in suggesting to
them the limitations that are imposed by sex upon a
person's chances of success in various endeavors. (187)
For instance, in the male counterpart to Cinderella, Espen
Cinderlad, the Norwegian folk hero "knows he's the cleverest of the
three . . . and wins the princess by undertaking adventure and win
ning a contest," rather than waiting for fate to intervene (Lieberman
192). Yet, in Perrault's version, when Cinderella cannot go to the
ball, she sits and cries until her fairy godmother appears. Even then
her fairy godmother must finish Cinderella's sentences because she
is crying so hard.
Female passivity is precisely what Perrault had in mind. Al
though he directed his fairy tales toward children as a group, he
clearly categorized what he considered proper male and female
characteristics. Perrault portrayed females in accordance with his
"ideal virtues such as beauty, sweetness, kindness, obedience to the
husband, and dedication to the maintenance of the home" (Zipes 31).
Perrault's Cinderella is sugar-sweet and insipidly good,
and she completely lacks initiative (which probably ac
counts for Disney's choosing Perrault's version). Most
other Cinderellas are much more of a person. To men
tion only one of the differences, in Perrault' s version it
is Cinderella's choice to sleep among the cinders. . . .
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There is no such self-debasement in the Brothers
Grimm's story. (Bettelheim 251)
Her choice is particularly significant since "having to live among the
ashes was a symbol of being debased in comparison to one's sib
lings, irrespective of sex" (Bettelheim 236). Representative of self
degradation, choosing to sit in the ashes exemplifies another one of
Perrault's ideal female virtues.
Such extreme passive behavior creates a powerless Cinderella
who ultimately must sacrifice her identity to meet social expecta
tions. During the ball, none of the royal guests, including the prince,
knows who she is or from where she comes. They assume that be
cause of her beauty and elegant attire she is royalty.
Even
Cinderella's own stepmother and stepsisters do not recognize her
when she is dressed in magical finery. At no time during the ball is
her named revealed, not even by Cinderella herself.
The plot sequence implies that Cinderella cannot reveal her
self until the prince formally chooses her. "He was very much in
love with the beautiful person . . . the King's son caused it to be pro
claimed . . . that he would marry her whose foot the slipper would
just fit" (Dundee 21). Even then, Cinderella is acknowledged only
for her physical characteristics with her name never fully reclaimed.
Her sisters see her as "that fine beautiful lady at the ball," the prince
knows her as the owner of the glass slipper, and nobody recognizes
her in these two identities until the fairy godmother again trans
forms her (Dundes 21).
Juxtaposing passivity with recognition and recognition with
marriage "transmits to young women an alarming prophecy that
marriage is an enchantment which will shield them against the
harsh realities outside the domestic realm [as well as internally for
Cinderella] and guarantee everlasting happiness" (Rowe 250). Intro-
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ducing the idea of marriage to little girls in the context of these ex
pectations is basically a lie. Far from the reality of betrothed life,
Cinderella insists that fulfillment and identity are found only in mar
riage. Creating such a manipulative notion convinces many females
that to abandon "their dreams of individuality when they marry" is
not only acceptable, but essential to bliss (Chesler 264).
Individuality and acceptance of her true personhood consti
tutes the second, deeper loss Cinderella suffers. Her deeper identity
is evident by simply examining her name, Cinderella. Cinder refers
to the pile of ashes from the chimney where Cinderella went after
finishing her work. Ella is a derivation of the French word elle,
meaning girl or she. The idea of a "cinder girl" is consistent with
many other versions. For instance, the German title of the Grimms
Brothers' version is "Aschenputtel," meaning "Ash Girl." Yet, de
spite the very denotation of her name, Cinderella is never acknowl
edged by her peers for her true identityas an obedient servant girl.
Tragedy lies with this lack of recognition. Although
Cinderella possesses the same inner qualities during the ball, she is
only admired and respected by the guests because of her enhanced
beauty and her impersonation of a princess. Not once in the story
do people admire Cinderella as a servant girl; they only respect her
while she enacts an image that is not her true self. Cinderella is val
ued only under an altered identity.
The absence of affirmation for Cinderella's servitude leads fe
males to believe that their true identity is inconsequential. In many
ways, it is understandable that Cinderella would wish to remove
herself from a servant's lifestyle. What is not acceptable is that she
depends on a man to rescue her, a man for whom she must surren
der her true identity in order to be recognized as worthy. By com
promising both her name and her deeper self, Cinderella indicates
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that a self-defined female identity really does not matter, it is only
what people perceive women to be that counts.
One must then question how the three hundred year-old fe
male gender role in Cinderella affects a modern generation of women
trying to break free from the traditional constraints of male depen
dency. At the very least, the patriarchal media creates confusion for
women by illustrating stories about modem womanhood with phys
ically flawless females, happily doted on by a man. These "social de
mands push women into schizophrenic behaviors, dividing them
within themselves, mutilating them by creating a restrictive environ
ment within which they cannot live" (Waelti-Walters 5).
Simply decoded, Cinderella says powerful and aggressive
women are unattractive, but beauty and passivity (to the point of
martyrdom),are rewarded by social approval. The most active of
the female characters, the stepmother, is stereotyped as pure evil,
maintaining the fairy tale stricture that, "Women who are powerful
and good are never human; those women who are human, and have
power or seek it, are nearly always portrayed as repulsive" (Lieberman, 197). That a double standard exists goes without saying. That
the time has come to end this standard cannot be emphasized
enough. Only by weeding out the roots from which such inconsis
tent messages grow, will change occur. Yet, overhauling gender
roles challenges society's doctrine that nurturing, self-sacrificing
passivity is inherent in female nature. In fact, these "softer" charac
teristics are instilled through patriarchal devices, like Cinderella. Ful
filling the passive role, which includes the responsibilities of
domestic life, is not a quality inherent to female nature. Ovulating is
inherent to female nature; abandoning a career for motherhood is
not. However, by perpetuating the Cinderella image and creating a
corresponding guilt complex, patriarchal society constrains women
to traditional gender roles.
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Perrault's Cinderella sugar-coats these traditional gender roles
and entices children to swallow them as a pill of reality. Yet, gener
ations of gagging females indicate that after three hundred years,
the classic story of Cinderella again needs alteration to meet the
changing social expectations placed upon women. By dislodging
the self-destructive values of Perrault's Cinderella from the female
psyche, perhaps society can create a new model of behavior in
which everyone really does live happily ever after.
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R A C H EL S. A PA N EW IC Z

Virtue's Fiery Test:
The Practice of Hindu Sati
When the family is ruined,
the timeless laws of family duty
perish; and when duty is lost,
chaos overwhelms the family.
In overwhelming chaos, Krishna,
women of the family are corrupted,
sorder is bom in society.
-Bhagavad-Gita 1:39-46

I n the Hindu tradition, the ideology of dharma or duty is of extreme
importance. In this eighteenth teaching of the Bhagavad-Gita, the
god Krishna emphasizes the importance of fulfilling one's duties:
"Renunciation of prescribed action is inappropriate. Relinquished in
delusion, it becomes a way of dark inertia. When one passionately
relinquishes difficult action from fear of bodily harm, he cannot win
the fruit of relinquishment" (7-13).
The Bhagavad-Gita is just one of the many sacred texts which
contain injunctions concerning proper Hindu conduct. Krishna em
phasizes performing the duty particular to one's station in life re
gardless of the consequences; a Hindu is not to perform an action
with an intrinsic reward as the motivating factor. In addition to
dharma, loyalty to one's family is the second cornerstone of the
Hindu culture. Sara S. Mitler remarks,
The individual in Hindu society is from the womb se
cured in the pattern of relationships, social and spiri
tual obligations, and eventual rewards. These are
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inculcated by one's kinfolk, reinforced by clan and
community, and perceptually represented in art, my
thology, and popular culture. (16)
In addition, Katherine Young states a woman's duty is to
"focus on her husband; he was to be her 'god'"(73). The woman was
expected to be the source of strength for her family; a woman's duty
is to care for her family and preserve her own virtue. Through her
subordination to the supreme deity in the form of her husband, a
woman maintains the order in her family, thereby appeasing the
household gods. A woman's virtue not only supports her husband
but maintains order in the entire cosmos as well (Young 79). Hence,
women's actions exert extreme influence on the universe. A good
wife is known as a pativrata, a woman who successfully fulfills her
wifely duties. The Veda scriptures specifically delineate the role of a
good wife: "If her husband is happy, she should be happy; if he is
sad, she should be sad, and if he is dead, she should also die. Such a
wife is called a pativrata" (79). Both the concept of dharma and a
woman's duty to her husband are key elements in understanding
the custom of widow immolation, or sati. Sati, when viewed as a
custom, offers numerous insights into the treatment and status of
women in the Hindu culture.
Sati, anglicanized as suttee, comes from the feminine noun
from the verbal root sat, meaning truth. Sati originally meant a vir
tuous woman - one who was true to her ideals (Narasimhan 11).
The mythology surrounding the origin of the term sati to mean selfimmolation is generated from the myth of Sati(mata), Mother Sati,
who is the girl believed to have become deified through her fiery
immolation in support of her husband, the god Krishna (Nar
asimhan 13). Krishna was not respected by her father and conse
quently was not invited to a grand sacrificial ceremony. Daksha
wished that she would be consumed by flames in protest of the mis
treatment of her husband, thereby showing her respect and love for
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Krishna. Presently, the term sati refers to a widow who bum s her
self on her husband's funeral pyre.
A common question is how did such a destructive practice
develop? As early as the fourth century B.C. incidences of sati were
related back by Greek travelers (Stein 465). Even though the actual
number of women who have performed the ritual is relatively low,
and in areas in the southwest totally nonexistent, the practice of sati
is important for its social ramifications.
Hindus believed that women possessed fiery substances in
their souls; hence, a husband was needed to reign in her powers and
to control her. Clearly, a woman raises her status through marriage
in Hindu culture, in addition to sharing her energy with her partner.
Sacred power clings to a woman and, as long as it is
under control, lends to her life and that of her
husband's auspiciousness and sacred correctness. But
it is a power which must be kept firmly under control,
lest it wreak havoc. The woman must carefully ob
serve chastity.. . . After the death of her husband, she
is especially dangerous, and must shave her head, cake
it with mud, and sleep on a bed of stones. If a woman
is chaste and young, she is so infected with magic
power that she must take her own life. (Hart 466)
When a woman's husband dies, she has no partner to share
her energy, so she is in danger of becoming wild and uncontrollable
due to the excess energy. It is held that a woman who dies before
her husband somehow contributed to his death, and in order to
break her bad karma, she has the option to perform sati or to undergo
the rite of passage into widowhood, which indudes self-denial prac-
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tices as shaving the head, donning simple clothes, and refusing to
wear ornamentation (Young 83).
As Katherine Young further explains, sati is one of the only
ways in which women are free to escape the cycle of re-incarnation
and become re-united with her God, her husband (Young 85). Also,
a woman who performs the ritual unburdens her family, who once
again becomes responsible for her financially and spiritually after
her husband's death - in the Hindu tradition, a woman needs the
guidance of her family, especially that of her male relatives, in order
to remain virtuous after her husband's death. Widows were consid
ered inauspicious; through self-immolation, a woman frees her fam
ily of the responsibility for her actions in addition to bestowing
honor on her household for years to come. A woman is considered
virtuous if she has the strength to ascend the funeral pyre (chaburta)
of her husband and to die beside his corpse. The flames purify her
earthly vessel. The Hindu text Parasara samhiti promises that "she
who follows her husband in death dwells in heaven for as many
years as there are hairs on the human body - that is 35 million
years." A woman does not become free from the liability to be born
again as a woman until she becomes a sati. Deification of women
who performed self-immolation has intensified as the centuries have
passed. Just as gold is tested by fire to determine its purity, a
widow's death by fire measures both her virtue and her loyalty.
Hindu women are expected to be paragons of selfless devotion, and
voluntary suicide is clearly the most extreme concrete representation
of her value as a wife. Relatives and observers of the ceremony
often build shrines in the vicinity of the funeral pyre to commemo
rate the woman's self-sacrifice.
The ritual is extremely complex. A woman dons her bridal
veil, sips water from the palm of her hand while holding kusa grass
in her hand. She bows toward the east or north while the Brahmans
and members of the audience sing hymns and utter the sacred sylla41

ble OM. She circumambulates the pyre three times, then ascends it
(Narasimhan 22).
A woman does not always participate voluntarily, however.
Many women are drugged and/or forced to remain on the pyre by
the use of restraints or long bamboo poles. Unlike those who force
widows to perform self-immolation, the pro-sati faction view this
practice as an example of free and self-willed heroism (Stein 470). In
1829, sati advocates stated:
Under the sanction of immemorial usage as well as
precept, Hindu widows perform, of their own accord
and pleasure, and for the benefit of their Husband's
souls and for their own duty, the sati. It is not only a
sacrifice of self-immolation, but a high privilege".
(Stein 470)
Not all women are expected to become satis, however.
Women with small children, women who are pregnant or menstru
ating should not perform sati. Brahmin women were originally dis
couraged from taking part in this ceremony, but eventually the
limitation was removed (Narasimhan 25).
There is no one scripture claiming to exist as the definitive
vessel of Hindu truth, but within Hindu scriptures there are varying
sanctions governing the practice of sati. The most explicit authority
for widow-burning may be found in the Taitiriya samhita, quoted in
the Narayaniya Upanishad: "O Agni (fire), I will observe the vow of
following my husband. Do thou enable me to accomplish it . . . to
gain the heavenly mansion I enter into thee—inspire me with cour
age and take me to my lord." Even though some scriptures sanction
the act, problems in translation often lead to misrepresentations of
the scriptures. For example, a verse in the Rig-Veda is often quoted
by supporters of the ritual. Originally the verse read "women to ad-
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vance to the alter first" (agre - to come forward). By changing the
last syllable in the verse agne to agni the quotation reads, "let the
woman go to the womb of the fire" (Narasimhan 14). Hence, indi
viduals holding differing opinions concerning the ritual cite verses
of scripture apropos to their point of view.
Among the greatest reformers who petitioned against sati in
the nineteenth century was Roy [1772-1833], a member of the kulin
class living in province of Bengal (Ali 54-55). He was the first to
publicly denounce the ritual. In 1820, his own sister-in-law's life
was claimed by the virtuous fire, which angered him and caused
him to write "A Conference Between and Advocate for and an Op
ponent Against the Practice of Burning Widows" published in 1818.
Roy declared sati an act of murder; he charged that:
Cases have frequently occurred, where women have
been induced by the persuasions of their next heirs, in
terested in their destruction, to bum themselves on the
funeral piles of their husbands; that others, who have
been induced by fear to retract a resolution, rashly ex
pressed the first moments of grief, of burning with
their deceased husbands, have been forced upon the
funeral pile, and there bound down with ropes, and
pressed by green bamboos until consumed by flames;
that some, after flying from the flames, have been car
ried back by their relations and burnt to death. All
these instances, we humbly submit, were murders.
(Crawford 105)
In all, Roy published three treatises concerning his thoughts
on sati. The second article, published in 1820, is a follow-up to the
first conference. In 1830 "Abstract of the Arguments Regarding the
Burning of Widows Considered a Religious Rite" was released; it
contains Roy's definitive argument, "nowhere enjoyed as a duty;
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and that a life of piety and self-abnegation was more virtuous" than
performing sati (Crawford 117).
The ritual was formally outlawed by the English governor
Lord Bentick in 1829 in the Sati Regulation XVIII, AD 1829 of the
Bengal Code, 4 December 1829. The code states:
The practice of suttee, or burning or burying alive wid
ows of Hindus, is revolting to the feelings of human
nature; it is nowhere enjoined by the religion of the
Hindus as an imperative duty; on the contrary a life of
purity and retirement on the part of the widow is more
especially and preferably inculcated . . . the practice of
suttee, or of burning or burying alive the widows of
Hindus, is hereby declared illegal, and punishable by
the criminal courts. (Narasimahan 167)
Clearly Roy's influence on Bentick's ruling can be seen in the word
ing of the first excerpt taken from the code.
•

The practice of sati, however, still occurred secretly. Gandhi
also spoke out against it. In 1931, he stated that the ritual is
grounded in male chauvinism:
If the wife has to prove her loyalty and undivided de
votion to her husband, so has the husband to prove
loyalty to her. Yet, we have never heard of a husband
mounting the funeral pyre of his deceased wife. It
may therefore be taken for granted that the practice of
the widow immolating herself at the death of her hus
band and its origins in superstitions, ignorance, and
the blind egotism of man (Narasimahn 45).
Hence, this controversial and inhumane act is embedded in
Hindu culture due to the belief in the inferior status of women. This
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test of virtue by fire is not a romantic response to the death of a
widow's husband; in other words, a widow is not so distraught that
she decides to kill herself because she cannot bear to live without
her husband. Rather, sati presents a commentary on the status of
women. The purification by flames supposedly liberates the soul of
the lesser creature and gives her existence meaning; a widow is con
sidered unlucky and needs to be protected from herself. The flames
purify her soul and re-unite her with her god, her husband. The
issue of sati is part of the larger issue of women's oppression; in
order for the practice to cease, a re-evaluation of the status of
women needs to take place. Instead of being a voluntary act, it
often becomes a prescribed conduct for widows. No human should
be forced to experience such a horrible death against h is/h er will,
but as long as negative connotations of females exist, practices such
as sati will continue:
The rite of sati seen as part of this wider canvas of
women's status in society shows how immolations
take their place as an extension of the elaborate grid of
pressures brought to bear on women, right from child
hood on to turn what is in fact, murder into a mystical
act. (Narasimahan 27)
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NANCY M. O'BRIEN
____________________________ Her Family_________________________

O kay, Bye Sweetie," she hangs up the phone. Once again, her
daughter has no time to speak with her. Last night, she was
rushing out to work, tonight it's the library. "She's a busy girl," she
tells herself. "She takes on too many responsibilities. If she relaxed
more, she'd spend more time with us."
Convinced for the moment, she focuses her attention on the
necessities of life—cleaning. The dinner dishes are dirty; a load of
towels needs to be washed, and the children's bedroom have that
film of dust over them again, the kind that accumulates only when
they're not home.
She sighs as she dampens her rag, already exhausted from
eight hours of answering phones and typing letters. From down
stairs, the sound of "Jeopardy" and the smell of her husband's pipe
waft upward to the boy's room. First, she cleans the desk, wiping
the dust off the typewriter, the one that her oldest son bought suspi
ciously cheap from a stranger.
Her son was a character. She still couldn't believe some of
the stories his friends told her about him. Somehow, the image of
her sweet child, always fixing something for her, overruled the im
ages of the bar-hopping student he had become. Now he was in
California, in law school, having a grand time. She chuckles just
thinking about his main theory in life: "always remember, wherever
you are is the place to be," and, of course, there was his proclama
tion that, "high school was fun, college was okay, but law schoolm that's the best." How easy his life seemed. He sailed right through
school, an "A" student who put in minimal study time. Why wasn't
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she like that? She worked so hard at her job and at home, but where
did it get her? Cleaning up after a son who lived across the country
and called only when he was homesick.
"Stop it. Think of the phone bills." Yes, of course, he was
being considerate, trying to save a little money. Satisfied with that
excuse, she cleans the typewriter keys meticulously. A, S, D, F how her fingers had flown over these same letters. She had been the
best typist at her high school, as well as the quickest in shorthand. It
was fun back then to be admired by her talent by the other girls.
Lord knows, no one ever exclained as she walked down the hall, "I
wish I had her body."
She turns toward the mirror over the bureau. She is much
heavier now. Exercise is simply not a priority. Her eyes are starting
to get that tired look, like the other housewives she knows who had
long since given up on the miracles of Oil of Olay. Gray strands
highlight her hair. Still, she looks - distinguished.
"Fat and old, that's how I look, and tired from all the work I
do for everyone else." She is sick of denying her feelings. Her
daughter was forever complaining that her work load left her with
no social life. "I'm so bummed, Mom. Everyone went out last night
but me." Gee, what a shame. She only had three nights of fun in
stead for four.
She turns from the mirror, bumping the desk. Something
from the second shelf topples, teetering for an instant, and then
plummeting to the typewriter. Crash. That damn typewriter, what
good was it anyway? The only one who used it was her. She stares
at the broken glass on the floor. She should bend over and pick up
the pieces. That's what she normally does.
She stands there, looking at the typewriter, hating it, hating
the dust, almost hating her kids. She thinks of the last time she
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typed. Her daughter had bounced through the door, in one breath
complaining that she couldn't believe she was missing another fra
ternity party, and in the next, asking if her mother would please
type her paper. It was due the next day, and simply had no time to
type it herself. Sure, mom will do it. Old reliable. And her daughter
wondered why she didn't find time to take walks or clothes shop or
go to lunch with the few friends that she still called. Maybe if she
didn't have to pull everyone else out of their little scrapes...
No, it wasn't just that. They all took her for granted. Her
daughter assumed the work would be done for her just because
that's the way she wanted it. Her daughter, like her oldest son, had
that "Me” fixation, a quality this woman had always lacked.
"I could have been something," she says to the shards of glass
on the floor. "I was smart, and I loved math." Again, she recalls her
self in her high school uniform, in front of the other girls, momentar
ily forgetting her skirt was one size larger than most of them as she
breamed with pride over her latest success in Algebra. Her dream
then was to become an architect. "I could have, too." If she had only
had the guts to ask her father for the tuition money. Her daddy. He
tried to look like "Grumpy" (her favorite of the seven dwarfs), but he
really acted more like "Bashful." He would have given her anything,
but she didn't want to burden him.
"Unlike my daughter," she interrupts her memories. Her
three children - "spoiled brats," she tells herself. "Self-centered, too,"
she adds. No, wait. It wasn't fair to include her middle child, her
second son. He never calls to demand favors. Well, actually, he
never calls. He was married now, with a budding career managing
an exclusive restaurant. His wife certainly demanded his attention.
Bitch. If he had married someone less possessive. . . .
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But, what's the point? Back to work. Her husband sure
wasn't going to clean up this mess. She bends down, picks up the
glass, then retrieves the rest of the framed photograph. The picture,
taken at her second son's wedding just two months ago, is their first
and only family portrait. She stares at it. Absorbed in examining
the individual faces, she recalls that perfect night.
"You look like a baby to me today," she told the groom.
"Mom, I'm still your son, but I'm not a little boy anymore."
They were dancing together for the mother-son song. She held him
as she had when he was a child. "You know I love you, Mom. You
were always there for me, for all of us. You're the reason we all
turned out okay."
Pride shone in her eyes as she looked up to see her daughter
across the floor watching them with a smile on her lips and tears on
her cheeks. She smiled back, then lost sight of her daughter as they
swayed in another direction. She glimpsed at her other son at the
bar, the best man. He had said he would stay sober for the toast,
and he had. He raised his glass to her now. "We did okay" his face
told her "Honey, why don't I wash the dishes while you get changed
for our walk?" her husband's voice boomed up the stairs into the
bedroom, over the desk, over the typewriter.
She knows he is waiting for her standard reply, "You don't
know how to wash anything." She looks at the picture again, at her
husband's face. The children had kidded him about how classy he
looked, and all the guests had gaped at the way the two of them had
danced and laughed all night, as if they were the newlyweds.
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"Hon, how about it?" She looks at her face in the photo. It is
pretty, as is her dress and her hair. She is happy because she is in
the midst of her family. "What's your answer, hon?"
She gets up, stares at her reflection. She lowers her gaze and
stares at the picture. She smiles.
The glass is broken, but the photo is still whole, together.
"Yes," she calls down, "Why not?"
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JACQUELINE M. RAY
The Politics of Beauty and Social Roles for Women In The C olor
___________________ Purple and The B luest Eye____________________

T he so-called politics o f beauty are of paramount importance for
women in our society and, to a large extent, even govern our so
cial roles. In Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye and in Alice Walker's
The Color Purple, these standards and their effects on women's social
roles are examined in minute detail. Through the characters of Celie
and Shug Avery in The Color Purple and in Pecola Breedlove and
Claudia in The Bluest Eye, the authors show how women are as
signed different social roles according to how well they measure up
to the model of beauty dictated by white patriarchal society. As
black authors writing about black women, Walker and Morrison not
only reject this model of beauty but also voice their disapproval of
black women who hate their own blackness. In doing so, the au
thors open the doors for new standards to be set.
According to theorist John Berger, "Men act; women appear";
or, rather men prove themselves valuable by their actions, but
women are valued if they are beautiful (47). This apparently leaves
little for a woman to do other than preen herself day in and day out,
striving to appear her best. She essentially becomes a slave to her
looks in trying to meet the usually unrealistic paradigm of beauty
prescribed by white males. This model is a petite, thin (or rather,
emaciated) white woman. She will have large breasts, fair hair, blue
eyes, a flawless porcelain complexion, not-too-full lips, and a deli
cate, helpless manner. If a woman does not fulfill these require
ments, she is told that she is ugly, that she is less of a person, that
she is less valuable.
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As infuriating and frustrating as this is for white women, it is
certainly doubly so for black women like the characters in Walker
and Morrison's novels. In a white-dominated patriarchal society,
black women are made to live under and try to live up to the same
impossible model of beauty. They suffer primarily for being black.
Even if a black woman could meet all of the other specifications of
this model, she would still not be good enough because of her black
ness. As Mr. - told Celie in The Color Purple, "You black, you pore,
you ugly, you a woman. Goddam . . . you ain't nothing at all"
(Walker 213).
Walker and Morrison reject these standards of beauty. Two
of the characters in The Color Purple learn to value themselves by
their own standards. They see that they are beautiful because they
are alive, because they are living, thinking people and not because
their measurements are 36-24-36. Walker's attitudes speak through
them as they learn that they have inherent value as women and that
the standard set forth by the white male is not the only way to be
beautiful. Toni Morrison draws a sharp contrast between Pecola
Breedlove, the tragic victim of the politics of beauty in The Bluest
Eye, and the narrator Claudia who sees examples of white beauty all
around her and hates the little white girls who represent it. Both au
thors advocate the rejection of the white male-prescribed standard
of beauty and speak beautifully through their characters.
In The Color Purple, Celie is virtually the antithesis of the
white, male-prescribed model of physical beauty. She is black, and
as her step-father, Mr. - , and Shug Avery all tell her, she is ugly by
any standard. She is abused physically and verbally by Mr. - and
made to do almost all of the work in the house and farm; Mr. - 's
children do not treat her with respect either. Her lack of beauty has
decreased her value in society, and her role is essentially that of
slave; she does not appear beautiful as women are supposed to. She
must, therefore, forego the feminine role of "appearing" and act,
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doing the work of a man. Celie is trapped because the standard by
which her appearance is measured created by white patriarchal soci
ety. She cannot ever hope to live up to it. With Shug Avery's help,
Celie learns that beauty can be found in everything and everyone.
Only then can Celie escape the circle of abuse, self-hate, and subjec
tion by other blacks.
One of Celie's shining moments is when she comes back to
Mr. - 's house after living with Shug in Memphis. Not only has Celie
grown to be more comfortable around him, but Mr. - also feels her
new-found self-confidence and treats her accordingly. By learning
to see herself as beautiful, Celie develops her own identity and culti
vates an inner strength that let her rise above self-hatred.
Shug Avery, in contrast to Celie, is considered beautiful. In
Celie's own words, Shug is "the most beautiful woman I ever saw.
She more pretty than my mama. She bout ten thousand times pret
tier than me" (Walker 7). She can appear beautiful and is therefore
shown more respect than Celie. Her beauty allows her to get away
with talking back to Mr. - and with singing in Harpo's jukejoint.
But Shug's actual role in society is ambiguous. Although she is
given more respect than Celie in some ways, society has cast Shug in
the role of whore. Everyone knows she is a "bad" woman, and she
uses society's fascination with her "badness" to manipulate others,
particular Mr. - . Her voluptuous beauty and blatant sexuality place
her beyond conventional parameters for behavior. In a sense, Shug
violates the politics of beauty because she does not conform to the
white patriarchal model of beauty, instead she creates her own
model and uses it to her own advantage.
In The Bluest Eye, Toni Morrison draws a more distinct picture
of the effects these white, patriarchal standards of beauty have on
the black community and on the role of black women in particular.
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This is painfully evidenced in the character of Pecola Breedlove. In
describing the Breedlove family, Morrison writes that,
[They] wore their ugliness, put it on, so to speak
It was as though . . . [an] all-knowing master had given
each one a cloak of ugliness to wear and they had each
accepted it without question. The master had said,
"You are ugly people." They looked about themselves
and saw nothing to contradict the statement. (318)
For Pecola Breedlove, her lack of beauty relegates her to the
role of outcast. She is mocked and rejected because she is ugly.
Both black society and Pecola herself measure her beauty and subse
quent worth against the standard of beauty presented by the domi
nant society. The result is harmful to all of the characters in
Morrison's novel. The Breedlove family and its society shun this in
nocent girl because she is not beautiful by white standards. They
embrace the paradigm of beauty presented by the white world.
Most tragic of all, Pecola herself believes she is ugly and wishes only
to have blue eyes to look more like the white girls who are consid
ered beautiful. In her self-loathing, Pecola has become the ultimate
victim of the politics of beauty. In making her a victim, Morrison
speaks plainly in her condemnation of blacks who aspire to only
white standards of beauty.
Only at the end of the story, when Pecola believes Soaphead
Church has actually given her the bluest eyes, is she happy with her
self. But she has created a fantasy world as a result of the abuse she
has endured. In a conversation with an imaginary friend, Pecola
shows she has acquired a new sense of self-worth as a result of her
imagined blue eyes. She fantasizes that the people who shun her
now do so because they are jealous of her new blue eyes.
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In reality, they reject her because she is pregnant with her
father's child. In contrast to Pecola Breedlove, Claudia, the narrator
of The Bluest Eye, rebels against the white model of beauty. She viv
idly describes her feelings about the white baby dolls she is expected
to love:
All the world has agreed that a blue-eyed yellow
haired, pink-skinned doll was what every child trea
sured. . . . I destroyed white baby dolls . . . . The truly
horrifying thing was the transference of the same im
pulses to little white girls. (Morrison 306-7)
Claudia's role in society, however, remains intact. The reader
is not provided with a physical description of her, other than that
her skin is black. But it is safe to assume that she is not an ugly child
because she is not subject to the same abuse as Pecola. And all of the
rage Claudia feels against the "beautiful" white girls and white dolls
seems to be internalized. Perhaps if she had vocalized her opinions,
her role in society would have been different. As it stands, Claudia
is the silent conscience of the novel.
Although Claudia herself participates in shunning the preg
nant Pecola, Claudia still loves Pecola and values her as a human
being. More importantly, Claudia values Pecola's unborn baby, the
child everyone else wishes dead. She says, "More strongly than my
fondness for Pecola, I felt a need for someone to want the black baby
to live - just to counteract the universal love of white baby dolls,
Shirley Temples, and Maureen Peals" (Morrison 414). Claudia feels
the need for black women to reject the white standard of beauty and
to see the beauty in themselves.
Alice Walker and Toni Morrison send a strong message in
their respective novels.
Through Celie, Shug Avery, Pecola
Breedlove and Claudia, these authors rebel against the politics of
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beauty and reject the tradition of beauty as portrayed by white
male-dominated society. They speak to the need for women - espe
cially black women - to reject this standard and, if necessary, create
their own standard. Most significantly, they believe that women
must learn first to see the beauty within themselves, regardless of
how society tells them to appear.
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JUNE A. MUELLER
The Dualistic Nature of Lilith and Eve

L ilith and Eve are two separate figures who portray different im
ages of what happens to the first female in the creation of stories
presented in Genesis 1 and Genesis 2-3. The story of Lilith evolved
out of a Jewish midrash in order to explain why the equality between
males and females facilitated in Genesis 1 no longer exists. In the
Christian tradition, Eve demonstrates the proper female role in West
ern society and culture. Both fictional characters are radically differ
ent. Yet over the centuries, their dualistic nature portrays what it
means to be female, giving rise to much theological controversy in
both Judaism and Christianity that continues to the present.
In Genesis 1, both the male and female are created equally in
the image of God. However, according to Jewish legend, Adam
deems himself superior to Lilith. Lilith tells Adam that they were
both created out of the same adamah (soil), therefore he is not supe
rior. She then decides to leave him. Adam complains to God, who
sends three angels after Lilith. They order Lilith to return to Adam,
and she refuses. At this point, the rabbinical story takes on an inter
esting twist. For some unexplained reason, Lilith states that her job
is to seduce men and kill newborn children. Therefore, she makes a
bargain with the angels, promising not to kill any children if the
names of the three angels appear in the babies' rooms. The angels
agree, and Lilith becomes a howling demon of the night, breathing
seduction, destruction, and death.
Lilith's story displays a very misogynistic view of what hap
pens to assertive females who demand equality. The story, created
during medieval times, successfully put terror in the hearts of wives
and mothers. Nathan Asubel states that "superstitious Jews of for58

mer times would hang in the room of a newborn babe four coins . . .
Fixed to each coin was a label inscribed . . . 'Lilith-begone!'" (594).
Interestingly enough, he also adds that, "Some philologists even
think that the English word 'lullaby' is nothing but a corruption of
'Lilla-abi!'" (594). This fictional story was presented as fact to con
trol female assertiveness, thereby, helping to keep generations of fe
males in line. This is easily accomplished because, unlike Eve in the
Christian tradition who becomes the mythical mortal mother of the
human race, Lilith becomes an immortal night spirit who can wreck
havoc for eternity. Phillips explains that, "Lilith, because she was
not present in the Garden of Eden for the Fall and its penalties, did
not die. She lives forever as a demonic, highly erotic night s p irit. . .
and assaults the bodies and senses of men who sleep alone" (39).
Once the first female in Genesis 1 has been explained away, a
new role model for females must be created. Phillips states that,
[Lilith] to maintain her freedom . . . may choose to
abandon or destroy her offspring. [This is why she is
often connected with abortion.] Without some form of
domestication, the sexually aggressive goddess cannot
serve as a civilizing myth. She produces life, but she
also constantly threatens disorder and death. (144)
Therefore, this Jewish midrash is supplemented with the story of Eve
in Genesis 2-3. In Judaism, Eve's personality is radically different
from Lilith's. As Phillips asserts, "[Lilith] must be rejected in favor
of monogamous, husband-controlled, and domesticated female sex
uality. . . Eve must quickly be sentenced to bear and raise her chil
dren in subjugation to Adam: only then may he give her the title
Mother of All the Living" (144). This subjugation is symbolized for
the rabbinic community in God's creation of Eve from Adam's rib.
Ruether contends that, "Rabbinic commentary on the subsequent
creation of Eve from Adam's rib is replete with male misogyny. The
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rib is interpreted as a symbol of woman's place as silent, submissive,
chase, and homebound" (Womanguides 64).
Throughout the centuries, many Christian and Jewish theolo
gians maintained this misogynist interpretation of the rib. How
ever, with the emergence of Women's Movement, both male and
female theologians began to question this interpretation. Phyllis
Tribble argues that,
To claim that the rib means inferiority or subordina
tion is to assign the man qualities over the woman
which are not in the narrative itself. Superiority,
strength, aggressiveness, dominance and power do not
characterize man in Genesis 2. By contrast, he is
formed from dirt; his life hangs by a breath which he
does not control: and he himself remains silent and
passive while the Deity plans and interprets his exis
tence. (76)
In today's society, Ruether points out that, "this story is not
taken by Judaism as 'high' theological teaching. It is Christianity
that has elevated the story of Eve's responsibility for the fall of
Adam to a position of ultimate theological seriousness" (Sexism 168).
Eve's story becomes the basis for the Church's doctrine on Original
Sin, and this fictitious woman is still causing much upheaval and
controversy among Christians and Church leaders today. Eve's sim
plistic character was soon analyzed, evaluated, and eventually sub
merged with Lilith's. As Phillips put it, "[Eve] is destined to carry
the blame for the alienated lot of humanity, condemned to the end
of her days to reflect on her greed, stupidity, amoral curiosity, will
fulness, lack of sexual self-control, ambition and cupidity" (77).
Thus began the characterization of Eve under the early Fathers of
the Church.
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St. Jerome, a mysogynist and an expert on the Hebrew lan
guage, was ordered by the people to translate the Bible into the
Latin Vulgate. Carol Meyers points out that, "The anti-feminist
views of St. Jerome . . . subtly influenced the way he dealt with pas
sages about women in his extremely influential translation of the
Hebrew Bible" (76). Jerome's translations were never questioned by
the Church hierarchy and, for centuries' were considered to be accu
rate. Meyers clarifies the inaccuracy of Jerome's translations by stat
ing:
Perhaps the best example is the generic word for
human, 'adam', which permeates the creation tales
and appears frequently elsewhere in the Bible. This
word is usually, if not universally, translated as 'm a n '.
. . To translate 'adam' as 'man' in the creation story is
to imply a priority for male existence. (81)
This incorrect interpretation became most beneficial within
both a patriarchal culture and an institutional church. Male theolo
gians such as Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, and Calvin, capitalized
on this interpretation as giving support to the sinfulness of women
and the superiority of men. However, Meyers states,
The term adam tells us that the essence of human life is
not its eventual classification into gendered categories
but rather its organic connection to the earth. And the
earth in this case is . . . adaman or humus, that is capa
ble of absorbing water, being cultivated, and support
ing life. (28)
Therefore, the correct interpretation of 'adam' as 'human' specifies
no gender and would help to support the ideal of male and female
equality.
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Moreover, the mistranslation of the Bible only begins with the
change in Eve's simplistic nature. As she eventually becomes con
nected with the idea of Original Sin, greater attention is given to her
sexuality. Sex and procreation become tainted because Original Sin,
according to Augustine, is passed to children from parents, who can
trace their own reception of it from Eve. As sex and procreation be
come connected with dirt and lust and defined as sin by the Church
Fathers, this viewpoint is sometimes carried to extremes. For exam
ple, Cohen ascertains that, "Some [Church officials] specified . . . that
. . . if Adam and Eve had not sinned, God would have had them 'be
fertile and increase' in some miraculous, asexual manner" (237). Sin,
corruption, and sexuality begin to link Eve with Lilith as far as fe
male seduction goes. Phillips maintains,
In time Lilith's story became confused with the story of
Eve. In Canto XIX of the Purgatorio , [Dante] recog
nizes in the first witch Lilith the reverse side of the
character of the first woman Eve . . . the embodiment
of that rebelliousness and assertiveness in women that
men must hold in check. (39)
Eve is now presented to be as dangerous as Lilith due to the
'carnal nature' and 'seductivenss' that was thought to reside in all
women. Ruether points out that
The task of suppressing women into dependence on
males is a never-ending struggle. . . It must be reiter
ated generation after generation, by repeating the
myths of woman's original sin to the young, both male
and female, and by reinforcing laws and structures
that marginalize women from power roles in society
----- Religion is relied upon as both the foundation and
the daily aid in this project. (Sexism 169-70)
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However, Adam also sinned. St. Paul even claims in the New
Testament that Adam was not deceived and knew that eating the
fruit was wrong. Therefore, Adam's role in this willful disobedience
against God must be clarified. Hence, Augustine decides that
Adam's actions were not sinful but noble. Buether explains this in
terpretation by stating that, "Later Christian exegesis . . . suggests
that Adam knew that eating the fruit was wrong but went along
with Eve only as an act of noblesse oblige, so she would not be alone"
( Womanguides 68). The idea of Adam's 'noble' character even per
meates Medieval Literature. Phillips illustrates this concept by quot
ing a Medieval poet: "I am Eve, the wife of noble Adam: it was I
who violated Jesus in the past; it was I who robbed my children of
heaven; it is I by right who should have been crucified" (77). There
fore, Adam is noble while Eve is beneath contempt, and unfortu
nately her newly created legacy is passed on to all succeeding
females. Ruether contends that, "The female comes to represent the
qualities of materiality, irrationality, carnality, and finitude, which
debase the 'manly' spirit and drag it down into sin and death" (Sex
ism 168-69).
Unfortunately, this rationalization about Eve's character justi
fies the abominable killing of thousands of women the church la
beled 'witches'. As Phillips states:
What we have in the various legends that relate Eve to
the serpent, and in the story of Lilith, which provides
Eve with a shadow side, is a reflection of the tendency
within Judaism and Christianity. . . to see Eve as de
monically tainted from the moment of her creation.
(51)
This thinking begins by connecting Eve with Original Sin.
The snake is no longer merely a snake; instead it is the devil in dis
guise. In the next step, the snake is portrayed in artwork as a
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woman with a snake's body. Many have wondered how and why
this portrayal has come about. Phillips theorizes that, "in some of
the many pictures of Eve conversing with her snake-woman advi
sor, one cannot escape the impression that the artist is governed by a
male dread of conspiring females, the fear of the witches coven" (62).
Pope Innocent VIII, approved of the Dominicans writing the Malleus
Maleficarum, a document published in 1486 which established and
defined "how witches were to be explained, identified, accused,
tried, tortured and exterminated." The Malleus is responsible for
thousands of deaths of women, both secular and religious, Catholic
and Protestant (Phillips 70). To try to sum up the section of the Mal
leus which Phillips believes connects Eve with evil and witchcraft in
a few sentences would do a grave injustice to the memory of all the
women put to death. Phillips quotes from the chapter, "Why it is
that Women are Chiefly Addicted to Evil Superstition," as follows:
[Woman] is more carnal than a man, as is clear from
her many carnal abominations. She is deceitful, with a
slippery tongue, 'a liar by nature.' She is naturally
credulous and impressionable, therefore 'quicker to
waver in her faith, and consequently quicker to abjure
the faith, which is the root of all witchcraft.' Since
women are 'feebler both in mind and body,' they have
weak memories, are undisciplined, impulsive, and
particularly dangerous when given authority over
anything. The author's conclusion is a testimony to
the strength and tenacity of contaminating the touch,
and deadly to keep;' 'a wheedling and secret enemy.'
The authors clearly have Eve in mind, and Eve is re
sponsible for carnal lust and death. (70)
Interestingly, the connection of Eve to carnal lust and death
demonstrates not only a comparison to Pandora, but it also shows
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how Church officials interwove a dualistic nature between Eve - the
mother and Lilith - the witch.
Religion has connected Eve and her counterpart Lilith with
Original Sin, sex, seduction, and witchcraft. The legends of Eve and
Lilith have created fertile ground for supporting discrimination, sex
ism, abuse, and the subordination of women which continues today.
Feminist theologians will find de-mythologizing the negative vision
of Eve very difficult. Yet despite the almost insurmountable odds
and a thousand or more years of negative indoctrination, this under
taking has begun.
In today's Roman Catholic Church, women are spiritually
malnourished because their needs are virtually ignored. They are
denied equal status, being forbidden to enter the priesthood or
deaconate. They are offered the Virgin Mother as a role model, but
the male hiearchy's description of Mary's self-sacrificing, saintly vir
tues are virtually impossible for any woman to attain. Furthermore,
because of the almost exclusive use of masculine pronouns in liturgi
cal prayer, women throughout the centuries have had to call them
selves men to participate in the prayers of the mass. The Roman
Catholic Church needs to take a serious look at some very old and
outdated doctrines and practices. For instance, the stories of Mir
iam, Deborah and Ruth should be read at mass to make women
more aware of their biblical counterparts. Also, the priests should
take time to connect some of the gospel teachings with women's is
sues. Finally, Eve's story should be seen as just that, a story trying to
explain creation. As for Lilith, she should be labeled as a figment of
the Rabbinic communities over-active imagination. However, rele
gating Eve and Lilith to their proper place in literature is not
enough. Adam too must be looked at in a whole new light. For ex
ample, Adam's role in the creation story is more passive than noble.
He lets Eve negotiate with the snake. He eats the fruit without pro
test, and finally he blames both God and Eve for his part in the
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triarchal and mythological heritage who serve as sources of power
and sustenance (5). Thus, the re-envisioning of Medusa strengthens
the ability of the woman poet to activate her own creative powers.
As Adrienne Rich succinctly states in "When We Dead Awaken:
Writing As Revision", "Re-vision - the act of looking back, of seeing
with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical direction is for women more than a chapter in cultural history; it is an act of
survival" (35).
Before women writers began to establish the importance of
Medusa to the creative process, male writers had made the Gorgon
the subject of poetry and prose dating back to ancient times. Me
dusa is just one of the countless images of the Terrible Mother which
occurs in mythology (Woolger 82); she is viewed as either "the po
tent remnant of pre-Olympian powers or as the evil eye incarnate"
(Hume 187).
The poet William Morris captures the ferocity of this figure in
his poetry:
But a third woman paced about the hall
And ever turned her head from wall to wall,
nd moaned aloud and shrieked in her despair,
Because the golden tresses of her hair
Were moved by writhing snakes from side to side
at in their writhing often times would glide
On to her breast or shuddering shoulders white;
Or, falling down, the hideous things would light
Upon her feet, and, crawling thence, would twine
Their slimy folds about her ankles fine.
Morris captures both the essence of the mythic tale and the
darkness associated with this image. Medusa is the victim of Venus'
jealousy; Venus is responsible for her beastly transformation. These
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lines reveal the stark contrast between the male and female view of
this archetypal figure; neither a positive nor a life-giving image of
Medusa are present in the male interpretation of the Gorgon.
Rather, Morris presents a view of the Gorgon as maddened by the
"writhing snakes" which make contact with her flesh. Medusa ex
udes uncontrolled anger and fretfulness; she "moaned aloud and
shrieked in her despair." Significantly, Morris does not portray Me
dusa as a creature to be feared; rather, she almost appears as a figure
to be pitied.
Not all male writers, however, emphasize Medusa's victim
ization. In "Comus", John Milton exemplifies the central paradigm
of Medusa as a fearsome creature in the following lines:
What was the snaky-headed Gorgon shield
That wise Minerva wore, unconquered virgin,
Wherewith she froze her foes to congealed stone
But rigid looks of Chast austerity
And noble grace that dashed brute violence
With sudden adoration and blank awe. (447-552)
Milton emphasizes Medusa's ability to turn men into stone;
this destructive power is the central reason why she is feared. Me
dusa possesses a "fatal face" (Bush 411). The Woolgers interpret the
Gorgon's slaying as representative of male figures destroying the an
cient cult of the goddess (26). Medusa, even after her death, still re
tains power because a likeness of her face was placed on a shield to
protect the warrior from his enemies. Morris' and Milton's interpre
tations of Medusa suggest a stark contrast between the male and fe
male view of this archetypal figure.
Women poets have re-mythologized Medusa as a strong fe
male power figure who enables women to express their ideas.
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Sheryl Ann St. Germain asserts "women poets see themselves in the
figure of Medusa, and equate their poetic 'vision' with her gaze that
turns men to stone" (4387). This association with Medusa transforms
the voice of the women poet.
American poet Louise Bogan becomes empowered by her
confrontation of the Gorgon in her poem entitled "Medusa." Bogan
directly confronts the mythic creature and becomes empoered by th
confontation:
When the bare eyes were before me
And the hissing hair
Held up at a window, seen through a door.
The stiff bald eyes, the serpents on the forehead
Formed in the air.
And I shall stand here like a shadow
Under the great balanced day,
My eyes on the yellow dust, that was lifting in the
wind.
and does not drift away. (5-9; 18-22)
Bogan is standing still, waiting for the balance or equilibrium
to exist. Her eyes focus on the yellow-colored dust, symbolic of cow
ardice and madness, which is being moved by the wind, but not re
moved. Stasis is contrasted with movement in the area surrounding
Medusa's cave:
I had come by the house, in a cave of trees,
Facing a sheer sky.
Everything moved - a bell hung ready to strike,
Sun and reflection wheeled by. (1-4)
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The theme of Medusa as generator or inspirer is evident
though the motion and activity which surrounds the Gorgon.
Bogan's world, on the otherhand, is characterized by stasis:
The water will always fall, and will not fall,
And the tipped bell made no sound.
The grass will always be growing for hay
Deep on the ground. (14-17)
Hence, Bogan's Medusa generates motion and movement, which can
be interpreted as a source of creative energy. Bogan's voice rises
from the "dead scene" (10) after her confrontation with her muse (De
Shazer 202).
May Sarton, the Belgian-born American poet, further estab
lishes Medusa as a source of poetic inspiration even more strongly
than does Bogan. In ’The Muse as Medusa," Sarton explores the in
fluence of this powerful mythic creature on her own artistic develop
ment.
Sarton transforms the male vision of Medusa as destructive
and debilitating into an outlet for her own intellectual growth.
Sarton, like Bogan, confronts Medusa face to face, and emerges un
scathed:
I saw you once, Medusa, were alone.
I looked you straight in the cold eye, cold.
I was not punished, was not turned to stone—
How to believe the legends I am told? (1-4)
It is important to note that Sarton is alone when she confronts
the Gorgon - there are no other outside influences, cushioning or
protecting her from the Gorgon who represents creative energy.
Sarton is granted inspiration alone.
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How did Sarton prepare herself for this meeting? Sarton
meets the Gorgon "naked as any little fish,/Prepared to be hooked,
gutted, and caught" (5-6). Despite her 'nakedness' and vulnerabil
ity, the poet transforms the legendary monster from a debilitating
force to a source of creative rejuvenation: "But I say you, Medusa,
made my wish,/And when I left you, I was clothed in thought" (78); Medusa's presence inspires the poet (De Shazer 128).
Sarton confronts Medusa, and she tells the Gorgon that her
ability to turn creatures to stone is not as effective as it appears:
Forget the image: your silence is my ocean,
And even now it teems with life. You chose
To abdicate by total lack of motion,
But did it work, for nothing really froze? (17-20)
Sarton believes Medusa is not liberated, however. The Gorgon has
no control over fluctuating and explosive emotions:
It is all fluid still, that world of feeling
Where thoughts, those fishes, silent, feed, and rove;
And fluid, it is also full of healing,
For love is healing, even rootless love. (21-24)
Sarton becomes liberated because she finally decides to ex
plore and to express her emotions - her voice and her feelings are no
longer welled up inside her, and she will no longer remain silenced.
When Sarton comes to this realization, she understands that she is
one with Medusa:
I turn your face around! It is my face
That frozen rage is what I must exploreOh secret, self-enclosed, and ravaged place!
This is the gift that I thank Medusa for. (25-28)
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As De Shazer notes, "In re-visioning Medusa 'in her own image,' the
poet acknowledges a vital female creativity and affirms the demonic
part of herself' (129).
Sylvia Plath also explores her inner self through the figure of
Medusa. The two central images - the Medusa as a type of jellyfish
and mythic creature - merge and coalesce within her poem. Plath
writes:
Off that landspit of stony mouth-plugs,
Eyes rolled by white sticks,
Ears cupping the sea's incoherences,
You house your unnerving head-God-ball,
Lens of mercies. (1-5)
The snake-infested hair of Medusa is unnerving to Plath. The
omnipresence of Medusa is also quite disarming; Plath states: "In
any case, you are always there,/Tremulous breath at the end of my
line" (16-17). Moreover, Medusa is not summoned by Plath - she ap
pears on her own volition, unnanounced: "I didn't call you ./I didn't
call you at all" (21-2).
Like the other poets, Plath seems to fear the presence of the
Gorgon muse:
"Green as eunuchs, your wishes/H iss at my
sins./Off, off, eely tentacle!" (39-41). Plath refuses Medusa's inspira
tion and vehemently asserts in the last line of the poem: "There is
nothing between us" (42). Hence, Plath, unlike the other woman
poets, does not believe Medusa is part of the creative process.
Even when the poet does not choose Medusa as the central
image in her poetry, the Gorgon is often alluded to in women's writ
ing.
In her poem, "Pygmalion's Image, Irish poet Eilean Ni
Chuilleanain refers to Medusa whose "crisp hair is real, wriggling
like snakes" (9). Chuilleanain speaks of women's writing in this
poem as a "green leaf of language comes twisting out of her [the
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prophetess] mouth" (12). It is only fitting that Medusa plays a role
in the liberation of the female prophet's voice. Likewise, in Elizabeth
Barrett Browning's poem "A True Dream," the author refers to a vi
sion of Medusa produced in a dream state:
I saw the drops of torture fall
I heard the shriekings rise
While the serpents writhed in agony
Beneath my dreaming eyes. (69-72)
Medusa is not just a creature of fanciful imagination; she is a motiva
ting force in women's writing.
Clearly the woman poet has re-fashioned the negative image
of Medusa into a powerful source of inspiration. Medusa is a figure
that which has helped women writers come to terms with breaking
the silence of creativity which the male writer had one time domi
nated. As De Shazer succinctly concludes "In her role as muse, po
etry feminized, woman bridges the gap between man and nature,
and man as self' (10). Thus, the Gorgon's power allows the woman
writer to express her own thoughts; Medusa is undoubtedly the
tenth Muse.
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